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PRICE FIVE CENTS

LOGGER PL YBEARCAT A SALEM T0 ORROW.
FORMER YELL KING MAY urn
or SALEM FIELD BEFORE GAME 1

Franklin Trahyen, Big Copra King and Former r
C. P. S. Stiirleiil, Telegraphs College Congratulation on Victory over LIIIITIGTIT College
I HEAR ABOUT YOUR GAME WITH LINFIELD STOP
CONGRATULATIONS STOP SULKOSKY PLAYED A NICE
GAME STOP WOULD LIKE 'l‘O MEET HIM AT SALEM
STOP HAVE RECHRISTENED MONOPLANE “ON TO
SALEM” AND HOPE TO LAND ON FIELD BEFORE
GAME STOP SEE YOU AT SALEM.
FRANKLIN Tli/Tl TY EN .
This lCI,tlf._.,‘l‘£llll was l'(‘UL‘IVt‘(l by Bob Scull. Tiicsilay evening, who incl and lUl‘l1lC(l ii I i.‘l.Gli(lSill[) with Mr. Truliycii in
the Pliilippincs. Mr. Ti'aliyeii has long been ii l’rioii.iI o_lt' the
Scoll ifaiiiilv.
Mr. Truli . ion allemlc<.l. lhis colic 5We and was
..
yell king in ‘D7. The hope is held ilial lie may lead ii few

yells during the ganic.

Students Paid
For Good Lies
Novel Contest Opens on
Feature Page
_At last everyone is going to have
a chance to lie in a big way; and
the person who tells the biggest fib
will go to a downtown movie free
of charge.
This week begins a special column

— The advisability and practibility of
a plane landing on the field is now
under discussion at Salem and elsewhere as great interest is being
shown in the attempt.
It may be remembered that last
year ii. plane, with siren screaming,
swooped down within a few feet of
the field to drop a football to the
logger team.
It is not to be doubted that Mr.
Trahyen is capable of attempting
such a feat with the “On to Salem,”
accoiding to Scott, who says that

for the fancy, extra fancy and common garden variety of prevaricator,
our very own “believe it or not" secthe 55 year old man's colorful and
tion. Look on the last page for the
feature entitled “NOTHING BUT dramatic character and activity is
ii. byword. in Zamloanga where for
THE TRUTH."
This contest is open to everyone the past twenty years Mr. Trahyen
including the faculty. Your big has been engaged in the copra inmoment must be written in ink or
diistry.
typewritten, and not be so long as
In fact he is wcll known throughto be impractical for the columns
of this paper. Beyond that, every- out the South Seas as he has wide
thing goes; triithfiil lies or lies be- plantations in many oi’ the islands.
yond truth.
The raising of copra. is really the
The paper will be judged first on raising of cocoanuts, according to
content, and second on literary Bob Scott. Mr. Ti-ahyen tells many
merit. It might be a. good idea to strange stories concerning the induslook up Baron Munchaiissen and try and the customs of the natives
others of his tribe.
who are such an important part of
Bring the papers to the trail office the plantations.
or hand them to any of the editors.
The cocoanuts are picked, and
Label them simply “NOTHING BUT broken, and laid in the sun imtil
THE TRUTH" if you wish to put the meat becomes a rancid mass.
your name on the composition, do so, This article is really the commercial
and we will print it. If no name is copra.
attached, except in parenthesis, we
From the interior of Gouba-gouba,
will religiously refrain from giving where one of his plantations is situyou any publicity except the theatre ated, this cocoaniit meat is carried
pass.
to the outside part on the heads of
Your editor has attempted to natives, each carrying a fifty pound
write the first talc this week—-more bundle.
than anything else to show you howScouts trot before the train blowpoor a thing of this sort can be, and
ing on huge conch-horns, which
how easy it would be to write a betmake a high penetrating sound. This
ter one.
warns
any robber tribes or enemy
H. C. L. Again
H. C. L. again plans to view the clans that it is the copra train. The
shadow parade beginning next week. copra is so necessary to the economi“Ciirbstone Opinions," hot with cal life and very existence of the
critical intent and righteous bile, natives of Gouba—goiiba,- that a
will view the passing throng of native party loaded with copra is
things literary and dramatic, with never distiii'bed, even by the most
eye askance, speaking nothing but
the truth and all the truth.

Dick Link Elected
Soplioinore Treasurer
Two more class officers have been
added to the rostrum of the two underclasses, with Dick Link being
elected as treasiirer of the Sophomore Class, and Art Gilmore as
freshmen representative to the Cen-
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English Universities A
On November 3th

Tickets for the Salem trip are
going fast! Up to Thursday
morning, more than one hundred

people had purchased tickets for

Will Be of Special Interest
Because of English

the train ride to Willamette. It
is estimated that at least 175 or
200 rooters will attend the game

Over 200 People Enjoyed

P°'»'f°1-'m“"° °f Musicimls
at Last Recital

Viewpoint

tomorrow. Many of the members

For the third of Sunday vcsper
musicales presented by the faculty
of the Conservatory of Music,
Karl E. Weiss, pianist, and William
G. Marshall, trombonist, will appear.
Mrs. Lawrence E. McC1elland will
accompany Mr. Marshall. As the
other concerts that have been presented, the one Sunday afternoon
will be given in Jones Hall beginning at 3 o'clock.
The program is as follows:
Piano“Cap1'iccio" ...... ..SC2l.1'1El.l;l}i-HUl}CI10SOll
“Burlesca" ........ ..Soar1atti-Hutcheson
“Impromptu in G Flat" ........ ..Chopin
“Waltz in A Flat” .................. ..Chopin
Trombone-—
"O Dry Those Tears"..........Dc Raigo
"Celeste" from “Aida"................Verdi
“The Wanderer"
I-Iorlow
Piano-—

“Maldescrauschen” .................... .. Liszt
“By the Seashore"................Smetava
“Triana" ...................
Albeniz
At the concert last Sunday afternoon, ovcr two hundred people were
in attendance. The numbers by Mrs.
Prentice as well as those of‘ Mr.
Weiss were well received. The accompaniments by Mrs. Weiss for
Mrs. Prentice were those of a, real
artist. The concert was one otf the
best that has been presented in Tacoma this year according to critics.

Class Interested In
German Music Box

A very unusual music box, brought
back from Germany by Professor
Karl E. Weiss, has been a subject of
interest to Mr. W. H. Maris‘s German classes during the past week.
The box plays the Christmas carol
"Silent Night," which the classes
have been learning to sing in German.
It stands about nine inches high
and is operated by a small crank
placed on one side of the box. There
is a box about three inches high on
which stands a green Christmaxs tree
with places on the limbs to put
candles. Around the top of the box
part there are several little dolls of
wood. with trumpets and music in
their hands. This musical instrument rcprcsents the German Christmas.
According to Mr. Maris, the Germans are very proficient in wood
cutting and it is because of this fact
that the classes are interested in it.
Cuckoo clocks in this country for
the greater part are made in the
I-Iarz Mountains in Germany. Mr.
Maris also states that many of our
uncivilized of the clans.
Copra is used a great deal in in- Christmas customs come from Gordustry; for instance, the base of good many.
linoleum is not linseed oil or rubber
as many suppose, but in reality the
oil l'roin the copra.
Mr. Trahyen has many interesting
stories to tell. and if he visits Tacoma the administration hopes to
University of Washington, October
have him- with us during some future 23-—Washington is to have a new
chapel period.
publication. It will be a magazine,
Knowing Mr. Trahyen as they do devoting its space to controversial
the Scott family are sure that if issues pertinent to campus and naMr. Trahyen cannot land on the tional affairs.
field, he will make his coming not a
The new publication, which will
whit less dramatic at the Salem have a very liberal editorial policy,
game.
will discuss campus problems with

tral Board, at the class meetings
Wednesday morning.
The frosh meeting was featured
with a short program after the rogular business had been disposed of.
The program consisted of n. medley
COMMONS INCREASES
of popular pieces played on the piano
CANDY SELECTION
by Edith Maddock, and a vocal solo
by Dean Smith. Smith was accoinpanied. by Edith Maddock.
With the daily increase of business
The meeting was opened by a short
at the College Commons the inandevotional meeting led by Bob Buragement announces the enlargeril.
ment of the candy selection. This
selection now numbers something
PROFESSOR DAVIS
fifty different types of bars
TO BE BACK SOON‘ over
which have been chosen to suit every
v
taste.
News comes from the Tacoma
The business of the commons
General Hospital‘ that Professor
which
started out slowly at first
Walter S. Davis, of the College of
Puget Sound faculty, is steadily im- has been steadily increasing until at
proving and that he may be able present it presses closely upon the
to resume his duties within a week.
record set last spring. With this
“Senator” Davis has been suffering
increase in business, better service
from a severe case of bronchitis, and
has been in the hospital for the past can and will be maintained. All
il.ll'llI1gS are prepared for a big season.
three weeks.

P. s. Will Debate

of the faculty have signified their
intentions oi’ going, as well as

friends of the college.
Many of those who have bought
tickets for the trip have failed to
buy those for the game. They can
be obtained from Glen Downton,
or at the A. S. C. P. S. office. If

secured here at school, the price
is twenty-five cents. Admission
rates will be advanced to those
buying their tickets at the gate.

NURSES’ COURSE
MAY BE OFFERED
Plans for cooperating with the Tacoma General Hospital in training
nurses were considered by the Board
of Trustees of the college at its regular meeting Tucsday. If present
plans are followed it will be possible
for nurses to receive a B. S. degree
from the college and a Graduate
Nurse's certificate from the hospital
on completion of three years work
here and two years at the hospital.
Final arrangements were referred to
the executive committee of the
board.
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C. P.
Sqiiad and Rooters Will. Leave Union
Depot at 6:45 A. M. for Oregon Invasion;
I-lard Game Expected

With a debate with the English
Universities debate tea-in in view the
\Vi|l| ii roofing sccliou of 200 students in llic stands
first debate class turnout was held
pulling
for lhem the College oi’ Puget Sound Loggers will
during the past week. The question
mccl
lhc
W.i]luiucllc University Bearculs at Salem, Oregon,
for the class debates as well. as with
Saliirday
ul'lci'iioon. The game is scheduled for 2:00 on
the English team will be, “Resolved
Swcellaiid
Field, in llic Oregoii capital,
illllftli Democracy has been tried and
(loacli
Ed l.’irwi.lz is taking his entire squad to Salem and
found wanting."
i

the inen will go with the roolers. The special train eliartered
will leave lhe Tacoma Union

The debate with the English de- by llic Associated Sludeiils
bate tcam will be held at the college Norllicrn Pacific roule.
on November 8.

Dean Lemon said

yesterday that this debate will be
of particular interest because of the
English viewpoint on the government of this country, and because
of the different style that the English team will have in presenting
their arguments. Dr. John Regestcr
is the C. P. S. varsity coach.

School lo Present
Radio Performances
Conservatory of Music
Will Give First

Program

For the first of the series of radio
programs sponsored by the college
Those turning out for debate will to be given weekly over station
be divided into men's and won1en’s KMO, the Conservatory of Music
teams for each class. This year more will present a program. The coninterest has been shown than ever
certs are being sponsored by Burbcfore, and it is expected that the pec's and will follow along the same
debate department of the college will lines as those presented by the colhave a. very active scasoii.
lege last year over KVI.
Elizabeth Prentice, daughter of
Those turning out for debate arc:
Mrs.
Paul T. Prentice, head of the
Senior men, John O'Connor and Bob
violin department of the conservaEvans;
senior
women,
Bonita
RoodFonndci-‘s Day to Be Established
tory, will prosent violin selections.
It was decided at the meeting to cr, Olive Rees. Edna Barril, and Edith Maddock, a pupil of Karl E.
Esther Mathie; junior men, Ed
establish February 1'7 as Founders
Weiss, will be her accompanist. Paul
Day on the campus. This is the date Burrough, Wilbur Goss, Jack Robin- Nutting, tenor, will sing two numof the next regular meeting of the son, and Jim Ramstdell; junior wo- bcrs to complete the program. He is
Board of Trustees. This year marks men, Georgia Johnson und Marion a pupil of John Paul Bennett. ’
the 40th %lJ'il'llVG1‘SEl.l‘Y of the founding Janos; the sophomore men, James
Miss Prentice's numbers will be:
of the college. Join? SI lvicMil1in of Owens, Art Taylor, James Gerrard. "Cavatina"
......... Raff
Roche Harbor, Wash, has been in- Bob Copeland, Lloyd Doty, Iver Bels- “Nocturne”
Chopin
vig,
and
Leo
Jablonski;
sophomore
vited to make the address on Found“Chanson
Triste”
.........,Tschaikowski
or‘s Day. President Edward H. Todd, women, Pearl Disher, Haru Sembaf “Mazurka”
Mlynarski
E. L. Blaine and Dr. B. F. Brooks Bernice Radis, Melba Alleman; frosh
Mr. Nuttings numbers arc:
men,
Leonard
Friedman,
Charles
make up the committee to arrange
Thomas, Robert Burrill, Franklin “Drink to me only with thine
the program.
eyes" .............................. ..Old English
Houston, Paul Zhcndcr, Robert
Officers Named as Follows
"Care
Solve" ............................Giordani
Brown, Philip Carlson, Ervin FausOfficers of the board are: Chair- sett, Carl Lindgren, J. Sarmiento
man, E. L. Blaine oi‘ Seattle; vice- ‘ and T. Gonzalis.
chairman, I-Iarry L. Brown; recordAllen O'Farrel1, Sid Tuve and Bill
ing secretary, Dix I-I. Rowland; fin- McCallum intend to turn out later.
anciall secretaries, Chas. A. Robbins
and Alfred Lister; executive comNew Officers Elected
mittee, George Scofield, Henry G.

Upper Classes

Hold Meetings

Shaw, James G. Ncwbogin, H. O.
Perry and the above named officers;
finance committee, Dix I-I. Rowland, Alfred Lister and George Scofield; instruction committee, Alfred
Lister, Dix H. Rowland and Raymond E. Cook; building committee.
Horace J. Whitacrc, James G. Newbegln and Harry L, Brown; auditing committee, Alfred Lister, Harry
L. Brown and Henry G. Shaw;
library committee, Alfred Lister,
Harry L. Brown and S. S. Sulliger;
religious work committee, Alfred
Lister, Harry L. Brown and J. Franklin Haas; Burrill Foundation, President Todd, James G. Newbegin and
Robert I. Berrill.

Moll’:-5 Glee Club
Elect Officers

Robert Evans was elected president
of the Men's Glee Club at the practice here Monday noon. Morris Summers was chosen secretary and Art
Gilmore librarian. Herb Phenecie
will continue as business manager
of the organization.
Under the direction of Professor
John Paul Bennett the glee club is
practicing twice a week in the chapel
auditorium, Monday and Thursday
noons.

Washington Has Karl Weiss Has Studied Extensively
New Publication
Carried Off Highest Honors at College

frankness. It will be edited by a
staff of eight University students,
but it will be an off-campus magazine.
November 1 has been named as
the date of the first issue of the
publication, “Interpreted News" will
likely be a slogan for the magazine.

200 STUDENTS GOING WITH TEAM
ON SPECIAL TRAIN SATURDAY

“The only person at Eastman who
Prof. Weiss was married in 1929 to
has ‘It’ ” was the version of Karl E. the former Alice Spencer, a gradiiate
Weiss by the Year Book of his Alma of the Oberlin Conservatory. and has
Mater. Professor Weiss is a grad- the distinction of being the first
uate of the Eastman School of Mu- woman to takc_her masters degree
sic oi‘ the University of Rochester there. She taught at the Cornell
where he carried off highest honors, College as head of the piano departwas president of the Student Asso- ment in which Mr. Weiss was inciation and his fraternity, Phi Mu structor. The situation is now reAlpha Sinfonia.
versed, Mr. Weiss being head of that
He has studied imder musicians of department at C. P. S.
great note, as Dr. Howard Hanson.
Mr. and Mrs. Weiss had just rethe director, considered America's
turned from Europe this fall. They
foremost composer, Hugo Rhor, Dr.
went to Munich, Germany and boWalter Coiirvoisier and Prof. Jos.
gan to study with Prof. Jos. Pembaur,
Pembaur. of Munich, Germany.
who is considered the leading teachHe taught at the Cornell College,
er in Europe, and the most individof Mt. Vernon, Iowa, whore he did
ual exponent of music. They also
much concert work and specialized in
studied composition with Dr. Walter
piano and directing. Ho conducted
Courvoisier. Prof. Weiss also studied
the Oratorio Society, a chorus of
orchcstrial conducting in Munich
over 200 voices, which has a prominand studied that work under Hugo
ent place in the annual musical‘ May
Rhor, who is the conductor of the
Festival sponsored by the Cornell
College. Dispatches from Mt. Ver- German State opera.
They also traveled in Italy, Czenon quote; “he won much praise for
the ease and potency of his conduct- cho-Slovakia, Hungary and over
ing.“ He also conducted the Aca- Central Europe, their object, besides
pella chorus and the famous Chicago studying music, being to see and
Symphony Orchestra which was Ei- study the fine arts, pictures, sculpture and churches.
feature of the festival.

Puget Sound will find a worthy
opponent in their ancient rivals at
Salem. Coach "Spec" Keene has 9,
team of veteran players, that practically is thc same that won the
Northwest Conference championship last year. Willamette will outweigh Puget Sound man to man and
will be the more experienced team.
College spirit will feature the trip
from Tacoma to Salem with everybody expected to have the best time
of the football season. Leaving Tacoma at 6:45 a. m. the schedule is
arranged so that the team and rooters will arrive in Portland in time

for lunch.

The special will leave

Portland for Salem at 11:40 a. m.
and arrive at Salem by 1:30 p. m.
This will give the rooters time to
have a serpentine through the capital city and the team will be dressed
by game time at 2:00 p. in. For the
return trip the special train will
leave Salem at 5 o’clock and a 40

minute stop will be made at Portland
for dinner. The rooters and team
will arrive in Tacoma at midnight.
While in Salem several features
have been arranged by the Puget
Sound Pep department. Franklin
Trahyen, former yell king of the
class of '97, wealthy plantation owner
on the Philippine Islands has telegraphed that he will arrive in Salem
by airplane for the game. Trahycn
has christened his plane “On to
Salem" for the occasion.
(Continued on Page Three)

Elect Mrs. Robbins
New Spurs Adviser

To Fill Vacancies

To elect new officers to fill the
vacancies made by students not returning to school for the fall semester, the classes held their meetings
on Wednesday morning.
Officers elected last year for the
Senior Class and in school at the
present time are: George Tibbits,
president; Helen Young, vice president and Geraldine Whitworth, secretary. Those newly elected are Harold Brown, treasurer; Fred Le Penske, sergeant at arms and Esther
Jean Mathie, historian.
Vacancies in the junior class are
the secretary and treasurer. These
are to be nominated by petition and
elected at the next meeting.

Rats Piiifchaseil. For
Experimeiilal Purpose
The home economics department
has just purchased six white rats
from the University of Washington,
which are to be used for experimental work in nutrition.

'1‘o succeed Mrs. Junia. Hallcn, Mrs.
Charles A. Robbins was elected advisor for the Spurs this week. Mrs.
Hallen had served as adviser for
three years but was unable to return
to school this fall because of illness.
Claire Hartnett, junior, is the new
student advisor. Melba Alleman was
elected to ﬁll the place of Kathryn
Gregg who was declared inactive.
Emily Nightingale was voted into the
group as an independent representative.
The Spurs is a pep and service organization composed exclusively of
sophomore girls.

COLLEGE OPENS
SEATTLE OFFICE
To aid in the Seattle campaign for

funds for the College of Puget Sound
an office has been opened
White building. This office
as a hea.dqua.rtcrs for Dr.
Perry and Karl Kceler who

in the
serves
Enoch
are in

charge of the work there. President

Miss Blanche Stevens. head of the Edward H. Todd is spending much of
clcpai-tmcnt, says that the more in- his time in Seattle to aid in the
teresting results will be evident later work.
when the rats are settled in their
new siiiroiiiidiiigs and the litters are Epworlll League
started on their experimental diets.
To Have Party
The mother rats are fed on a special diet wliilc the other are fed on a
stock diet consisting of whole wheat, College Students Will Be
Guests of League‘
calcium carbonate, salt, whole dry
Tonight
milk and fresh lettuce daily.
Different Diets Fed Each Pair

One pair of the litter will be fed
on the stock diet while other pairs
will be fed on experimental diets.
At the end of each week the rats are
compared for size, weight and general appearance.

Sponsored by the college Epworth
League, a party will be held at the
Epworth M. E. church, South 8th
and Anderson, tonight. Because of
the Salem trip tomorrow, the party
will start at 7:30 p. m. so that those

Miss Stevens says thatione day in attendance may have some sleep
of a rat’s life is equivalent to one before the trip. All college students
are invited to attend.
month of a human life.
Skits, games and several surprises
The work is to be carried on
throughout the year and as the ex- will constitute the evening’s enterperimental results are obtained they tainment. Refreshments are also to
be served.
will be written up for The Trail.
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FACULTY RECEPTION

Mmhels of Sammy GU13

Organize Auxiliary Clubs
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Professor
lVfcMillin
gathering
mushrooms -—- Margaret Cheney
Worn by Faculty
Wives and M@m])gr3 combing her hair-Emcry Franzen
hurrying-Jean Fuller" with a big

Smart Formal Gowns

Lambda Sigma Chi Sorority Will Honor Mothers
At Smart Tea Wlerlnesday‘

Are

i_Z._.._..i-_-

Of special _intercsl. lo so.|'or,il.y girls ol’ the college is the
origaiiiization of Mothers“ Clubs which serve as valuab l0.
aulxillaries to lhc di1l’l'crcnl. groups. O11 Wednesday of ll ge
coming week nuvllicrs of the Lambda Siginu Chi sorori y
will be guests oi’ the chuplcr al. a lea held at the Modern Inll.
d
Al this time 2|. Lalubda Chi l\"lolhe|'s" Club will be l’or.mcm
.l,’reccd1.ng lhc business SL‘SSl_l_)l 1, lhcro will he u short progra
presented by girls oi’ the group. ‘ Vivian Booth will give a
vocal number and lialhcnfiuc bl. Clair u pianoforte seleclion.

More than three hundred students
were guests of the Puget Sound fac_
ulty at the annual faculty rceepti °“
given Wednesday evening in Jon es
Hall in honor of the members Of
the student body.
The receiving line was headed by
u_

lie Wright playing baby go1f—1vlary
Garnett worrying about something
or othe1‘-Lou Grant working nights
in his o1’l’ice—-Eugene Picty taking
long steps and getting p1acesFranklin Neyhart talking about the
Salem trip-Ma-rgaret Tclford quietly studying-—Marcus Anderson driving too fast down Lawrence StreetFrcd Le Penskc enjoying a good (‘Pl
joke--Ed Tucker just minding his
business-Dorothy Turlcy entering
the library with Marjorie GardnerProfcssor Seward trying to get into
the bookst0re—Jack Worden pushing
his flivver.

$I1;1@—
H°1l"°l' Wkillg
llludl-Y
- oss 1\:l="‘i°
Lory expressing
an opinion
—-Art Robbins fussing—~Clarc Hart-

nctt dropping books—-Lucile Mur-

bach singing a German song—Deanc
Pcttibonc and Beth Paskill just talking—Dell Bowler trying" to part his
hair in the middie—Mc1-cedcs Dennett visiting—R.uth Arwood with an
Louis G,~;,m,, president of the st
arm full 01’ books-Ernie Goff enterdent body who introduced each ing the Lambda. 1'oom—Cla1-once Pe-

In charge of arrarigcments is Jean Sororities
_
Meet
Michael, chairman, Ulna Rice and Before Reception

l‘l'l8l'I1b0l' l}O Pl'€SlCl(-Elli] and MPH. TOCl.d,

tergqn

g|_ppe3,1~]ng

ilnpol-ta,nf,.__Ch;-|,1-...

1310156 1'1a1l- HWYS Wm be from two
The four social sororities of the followed by Dean and Mrs. Lemon,
to four.
'
college held their regular weekly and Mr. and Mrs. Chester McLenSigma Theta. Entertains
meetings late Wednesday afternoon nan
, Another recent organization Df in order that the girls could go imMrs. Todd was dressed in black

.

.

_

1'1
0

.

_
_ .O

_

acted as organizing chairman.

. The committee announced a tea
for the fourth Friday of the month at
which time mothers of the pledges

will be honored.
Ganunas to Have Tea
l ,The Mothers Club of the Delta
Gamma sorority is the oldest on the
campus, being organized for over
one year. This group meets on the
first Tuesclay of every month at the

di1’1’erent homes of the members. At
the present time they are making
plans for a tea, honoring mothers
‘of the pledges, which will be given
sometime in November.
L. E.
Paskill is president of the club.
Betas Plan Club

T110 1116691118 01’ I-ﬂmbde Sigma» Mrs. Lemon’s dress was of pastel
Chi WES held Elli 11110 1101116 01’ Betti! green satin with a. bertha. collar of
Martin, 3209 No. 15th at 5 p. m. silk lace and a wide flounce of lace
Edillh Eddy Collfluclled the busineiis; at the hemlino, in matching color.
moeting after which a potluck supM<=Le11n=m were efermal sewn
per was served with Isabelle Whit- of orchid moire in bouffant styl e‘:
field in charge.
The skirt was flared and caught a.
Delta Alpha Gamma held its mee ll" the side with a. huge orchid bow.
ing at 4 o’clock at the home of
The ploglafn, gwcn m the audp
G601-‘E111 J011115°11- 311 N0- Adﬂm‘I- to11um consisted of piano number s
1‘/I1i1‘.V We-9|Ji>0Ll1 fJ1'\'=‘5idBd ill? 11116 lJl1$- by Mr. and Mrs. Karl Weiss; tenor
incss meeting after which a soci al solos by Professor John Bennett, and
hour
was enjoyed by playing
brid ge‘ Violin 50105 by Mm Paul T' Fran“
"
‘Later a buffet supper was served tice.
Weiss, a new member of
with Dorothy Krogstad in charge.
the mculw this year’ was charming’
Alpha. Beta Upsilon sorority held in an evening gown of deep pink
its meeting at the sorority house, georgette and taffeta with pastel
3215 No. 19th, at 6:30 p. m. Lillian flowers appliqued around the hemBoyd presided at the business meet- line. Her slippers were silver. Mrs.
‘ Prentice wore black satin draped on
ing.
The meeting of Kappa Sigma The- the left side. A tie on the back exta was held at its sorority house 330 1 tended from the neck to the hemNo. 24th at 6:30 o’clock. Alice Berry line. and was caught at the waist
had charge of the business meeting. .witl1 a rhinestone buckle.
Following the program, refreshj moms were served by ladies of the
\ faculty.
Mothers’ Club
Decorations were carried out in
Plans
Dinner
At the regular meeting 01- me sig_ yellow, huge baskets of chrysanthe
1na Mu Chi Mothers‘ Club held at mums being placed on the stage and
the fraternity house at 3105 No. 20th tables.

.

l The Alpha Beta Upsilon sorority
is making plans towards the forming
street, a dinner was planned for
of a.‘Motl1ers‘soci‘ety. As yet no date
Monday evening, November 3. The
has been set for ‘the first meeting.
dinner will be in the form of a
benefit for the fraternity house and
Debate Honorary
the parents of the alumni, members,
Sponsors Luncheon
as well as pledges, are invited. Mrs.
' Members oi’ Pi Kappa Delta, honR. A. B. Young, the president, preorary debate society, were hosts to
sided over the session.
thirty-l:'ive students Wednesday noon
Tea was served the mothers by the
in the dining room of Science Hall.
fraternity. Those in attendance
Short talks were given by Dean A.. were Mcsclames R. A. B. Young,
O. Lemon, Mr. Charles Battin, Mr.
Leonard Brown, Verne Wood, J. W.
John Regester and
Georgia
Tibbits. O. B. Gilmore, Sydney McJohnson. The affair was in charge
Clcan, Edward A. Rich, Ralph
oi‘ James Owens with John O’Conno1'
Towne. Summers, Frank Neyhart
as master of ceremonies.
and D. A. Link.

Joint Organizations
Plan Pledge Parties

The pledges of brother and sister
sororities and l‘raterniti.es on the
campus are planning parties for
Saturday evening, November 8th.
Lambda Sigma Chi and Sigma Mu

Chi pledges will honor members at
the Tacoma Yacht Club. Helen Carl-

son, president of the Lambda pledges
has appointed Mary_Katha1-lne McKenzie, Arlene Ellsbree and Mar-

guerite McCaskey to assist the Mu
Chi committee composed of Arthur
Gilmore, Bob Raleigh and Bob Summers.
r
.'l‘he Kappa Sigma Theta pledge
committee composed of Ruth Arwood, Laura Hart and Margaret
Janes and the Sigma Zeta Epsilon
pledges headed by Jack Matteson,
Len Richardson and Jim Black are

making plans for entertaining their
members on the same evening, although the place has notbeen clecided upon.

Fraternity Announces
New Pledge
.

James Schrengohst, who graduated from the Sumner I~Iigh School in
1030. has been pledged to Sigma
Zeta Epsilon.

Evelyn Bjorkman

Teaching at Stanwood
Evelyn Bjorkman, who graduated

last year and who received the A. A.
U. W.\award. is now teaching at
Stanwood, Wash.

She is teaching

mathematics,
English,
general.
science and is in charge of girls’
athletics. She is also the freshman
adviser.
While here. Evelyn was secretary
of the Associated Students.

C
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Features Milsic

Members of Y. W. C. A. had a session of interest during chapel per-

A decided new note in Paris fashions is that oi‘ the belt buckle. Instead of being placed in its traditional place, the smartly gowned woman is wearing hers at one side in
the back.

iod Tuesday as Misses Grace Johnson and Vivian Booth of the membership entertained with piano and
vocal solos. Announcements of importance and written suggestions for
future meetings were the other features of the program. Miss Margaret
Cheney presided.
“Malagunean" by Lecuona was
Miss Johnson’s number and Miss
Booth, accompanied by Miss Janice
Wilson, sang “Be the Best of Whatever You Arc" by J. B. Willis and C.
Alcott‘s “Mother Machree.”
Miss Vivian Converse announced a
party for the near future. The Mother-Goose idea. will be carried out
with more detailed plans being revealed at a later date. Members
were urged to sign for Y. W. C. A.
pins which are to be worn by the
local group for the first time. A
cabinet meeting was announced for
Friday noon in the Y. W. room.
Written suggestions from which the
year's program will be chosen were
handed in by the members at the
conclusion oi‘ the meeting.
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Despite the fact that a fundamen-

nu principal pr merchandise engineering is to make the entrance of an
establishment even with the sidewalk, you either go up or down in
Greenwich Vi1lagc—-which
01' course
. ',
either makes a garret or a cellar atmosphere.
Theolder the location or furnishings the b,,,tte,._ some Cafes me 1O_
cated in old stables with big hinged
doors and stalls‘ still in evidence. The
commercial value of such atmosphere can be gleaned from theprice
side of the menu.
Marie Moves Often
Romany Marie, one of the most
colorful ol‘ the Villages characters,
moves her establishment every few
months. You enter her hut. which
at the present time is just north of
Washington Square, by a gradual incline. Inside old Marie will sit at a
table as cashier with a couple of
bearded admirers as companions. A
group of scarred uncovered tables
are scattered around the room. Nothing nece_ssa.rilvJ1appens.
You order a glass of iced tea or
coffee or near beer at the same price,
but not chocolate cake because you
know they are all out of it. You suck
your tea in a haze of co-educational
tobacco smoke and watch a bunch of
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Toasted Sandwiches
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Fall means formals and formals
mean smart gowns for the college
girl. This year one has a wide choice
with taffeta, satin, lace and chiffon
vieing for favors. Such alluring colors as coral, maize, bronze, gold and
eggshell are the most favored. These
can all be found made up in the late
Victorian sheath silhouette or oi‘ the
mode oi‘ the Grecian empire. Full
length prevails with the low “U" or
“V” back.

Street dresses‘ and the nicer campus attire have canton, flat crepe,
sheer wool and velvet to choose from.
The Russian influence is found in
the newest mode, with the dolman,
cowl neck, long tunic, wool lace,
bolero and the romantic sleeves.

And when one speaks of the darker shades, it should be mentioned in
the same breath that darker hosiery
will be the vogue without a doubt.
The clearer beiges and faintly grayed shades are again smart for black
costumes.
Leather flowers are blooming
again this year. Some are in alligator, others in lizard. Brown and tan
are the colors shown most but some
are edged in dark brown or clack.
They are very smart with the new
"tweeds.

And what costume is complete
without a touch of jewelry? Necklaces, earrings and bracelets are of
non-tarnishable metals set with brilliants in baguette cut, all copies of
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Costume Jewelry
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'7 NICOLA GROCERY I

257 S. 11th St.
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Bdwy I042.
We Call and Deliver
Saw: on Our Carl: 6' Carry Plm
SIXTII AVENUE CLEANERS
Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing
Cur Aim is to Please You

C. R. Sample, Mgr.
3021 Sixth Ave.
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We wish to announce that we
have moved to our new store
at

255 So. 11th St.
(Fidelity Bldg.)

i
where we will be glad to
meet our old customers

and friends and assure

you the same careful and

ei'.|:'ic.i.ent service.

Seamons Flower Shop
255 So. 11th st.
Same phone—Main 4978

‘Proctor Streez‘
Qﬁéatro
2611 No. Proctor

EBieI1eri|:b.’s
(fail:

Hardy’s Service
Station.

Thur. Fri., Oct. 23-24

Jack Oakie
“Sap from Syracuse”
Saturday. Oct. 25

TRY

Gary Cooper
“Man from Wyoming”

EAT

'

‘

Confectionery

The College Bunlc.

____5
_

g

6th Ave. at Pine St.
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Norma Shearer
“Divorcee”
Tue. Wed., Oct. 28-29

“Matrimonial Bed”

KIMBALL SPORTING
oooos co.

,.

1107 Broadway
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Featuring Athletic Equipment for
Fall and Winter

I5

-

$7.50
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Sun. Mon.. Oct. 26-27
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Football, Gym Shoes, Sweaters, Boxing
Soccer
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CALL MAIN 3016
YOUR APPOINTMENT WILL BE RESERVED

HIE

TRY OUR

2901 (ilh Ave.

2

tllfm thing lior llie Collegei
i Student. Made up like a leather
i
jacket. Looks and feels like
leather.
I
Turns water and wind.
i
The price IS only
mnn u

_ _ _, _ _ _r»-5.-

A good place to EAT
pen Till 1:00 O’clock a. . 5

Central Bank

%tQ.E.

A NEVV
JABKET

BURPEE’S

"'" " "‘('§"

Sixth and Oakcs
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GAS, OIL, TIRES,
BATTERIES
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Terms Cash
Tacoma

Announcement
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Watches & Diamonds

,,,,

gidelity fiarber dz’ Egeauty
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I

J. A. Hanscn—-620 Fidelity Bldg.

60906

Stale & Sixth Ave.
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shade, are being shown in the new
fall gloves. The most favored of these
is of a very dark brown, bordering on
the cocoa type. Although many women are wearing these with. only
their brown costumes, the less conservative are trying them out with
b].ack and green costumes. The effect
is often very chic. It is also very
smart to match one’s hat, bag and
hose. Gloves of the season are quite
long and are worn outside of the
coat, loosely wrinkled, in the Paris
manner.

and join one of the groups, which
For the big game and early fall
will silently nod recognition. A Chindays Dame Fashion suggests a Lasese communist student with thick kin-lamb coat with brown suede belt
lensed, horn 1.-inuned glasses will and cuff bands. To complete the coscome raving in and then sell the tume a Dobbs hat of lightweight felt
poems of a Chinese school boy, spec- with a. becoming medium brim and a
pair of handsewn "Sea-Shell" pigial communistic model, at twentyskin gloves.
five cents a copy-autographed if
you wish.
Sanitary Barber Shop
You can sit there all night-someUnder Pantages Theatre
thing may happen and it may not.
9 CHAIRS-—PROMPT SERVICE
Some negro song and dance men
may drop in and entertain.
‘
“It pays to look well”
This is typical of the whole vil11. J. CONRAD, Prop.
lago, and everybody visits it. It is
colorful and attractive and commercial possibilities are developed to the
maximum. There are bookstores,
For Service
French, German or Russian showthat Satisﬁes
houses, curios and exhibits of all
kinds. There is Paul Gilmorc-:’s famous Cherry Lane theater where
try the
Broadway shows are supposed to be
found. A scat in this stuffy showhousc sells at three dollars unless
Superior Grocery
you go to the corner store and get a
GROCERS
coupon which lets you in for a quarter. The show is not often worth it K Proctor 614 2102 No. Alder St.
and the crowd cheers lustily at unanticipated points.
I lT
1I1
Real Season Opens October 1
Rents are very high in this section
For Better Service “Ll
because of the atmosphere and tradition for which the place is famous.
and Qual:i.ty
hi
Al Smith has an apartment near
call
‘*‘
‘here; so has Texas Guinan. It's
fashionable to be gullible for this
atmosphere. which is undoubtedly 3
its secret. The real season does not
AND MARKET
open until October first, however,~—
then such notcables as O. O. MacIn*6 hone Main 748
Main 749 Jgigiuig
tyre and Irvin S. Cobb will be seen
3002
Sixth
Avenue
about.

Found! A new member for our
honored organization, the Y. W. C.
A. As yet, the new member has not
put in an appearance at the regular
Tuesday meeting, but some of the
femmes are anxiously waiting.
Why? You should see the pick-up
that was made. The following has
caused. considerable consternation
among the curly-hair creatures of
C. P. S.:
Y. W. C. A.
MEMBERSHIP CARD
NAME Chester Baker
YEAR Half Year
DATE October 23. 1930
I-low that man does rate!

our specialty

Lunches & Dinner

sup
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fraternal urge you may saunter over French models.

College Y. W. C. A.
Adds New Member

.
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By Albert Hotchkin Jr.
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Segqion

Plans Are Being Made for
“Mother-Goose” Party

Stadium High School leads all
others in sending its graduates to
the College of Puget Sound, having
254 of its former members now attending. Lincoln comes next with
104, followed by St. Leo's with 9,
Aquinas Academy 6, Annie Wright
3, Bellarinine 4, and Visitation 1.
Puyallup leads the smaller towns
of the county with 18 now attending.
Fife has 11, Sumner 8, Buckley 5,
K-apowsin 3. Roy 4, Orting 2, Parkland 4, Ashford 1, Carbonado 1, Eatonville 1., and Gig Harbor 3.
5'7 Pupils From Outside of Staltc
Students froin outside the state
total 5'7, the Philippine Island claiming 10 of that number. Idaho has
the .largest group from among the
outside states with '7, while Japan
has 6 of its citizens here.
Out of county students total 53.
Seattle sends 15 of its representatives
as compared to ll for Olympia, Everett 5. Chimacum 5. Monroe '7, Elma
3. Napavinc 3. and Auburn 4.
Out oil’ the total enrollment of 602,
our own state claims 549.

.lACK’S GRIDDLE
9l3 Commerce St.

.

Sluiliuln I-Ii Sends
Most Pupils Here

PENS and PENCILS
The most oi‘ the best for the least
HAIVIBURGER 10c

W

bewhiskered demigods talk to a puzzled looking German police dog.
Some more ambitionus one will get
a banjo from off a cluttered piano
and two or three of the others will
grunt a group of monosyllables with
Russian intonation.
Something Might Happen
If you stay around long enough
watching the groups something MAY
occur. Of course if you feel that

__..__.

Jrsy

The formal frock is not complete
without the wrap. These are of lapin
fur in the smart green and cr.-rise
shades. They are of hip-length, very
snug with a short peplum.

_

'“°l'h“"*" is th"““°[ the Kapp“ Sign“ llledietely i° the faculty 1‘@°°Pti°“- erene trimmed in ecru lace, whi1e‘PeI'S0nal 0111111011 Of Greenwich VlllagE

Theta sorority. Mothers of the active group were honored at a very
smart tea Friday afternoon at the
sorority house. At this time Mrs.
Hunter Kennarcl was elected presi
dent:
Omar Berry, vice president, and Mrs. W. B. Gregg. secretary-treasurer. Mrs. Charles Robbins

The new browns, from the very

,

Young Men

Young Women
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C. P. S. is Ready
Fm. you
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We’re Backing
You. to Salem

Bearcats

LOSQQT5
TI-IE PUGET SOUND TRAIL

Pandemonium Reigns on Board
1:‘.
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Hoot Monl Local Scotch Laddie Sees

1:1
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(Continued from Page One)
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C. P. S. Division of N. P. Railway C. P.ByS.-Llndfleld
Game for Nothing; P u s
off my pipe. After the game was
Scotty Gordon
Full two hundred strong
Here we come from C. P. S.
Willamette won't last long!
‘
We'll show the Bearcats how the
Loggers
FIGHT. FIGHT, FIGHT, FIG H T.
FIGHT!
On. Loggers, ON, ON, ON
With all your might!
Galloping ghosts, is there no jl'5'
tics? Where and oh where does o n. 8
catch up on his Friday night's slee p?
Surely not here-—no1' in the baggu. ge
=car, nor in any other car—Wher e ?

Battin has lots of "it"
We never cared for lots of “it”
But Bat-tin has lots of “it”
And. "it's" our weakness now!
Yea Bo—the good 01' Battle Hymn
of the Baggage Carl That melodious
production of scintillating sopranos,
altruistic altos, tenacious tenors and
very base basses-—aided and abetted
by “a butcher shop, a loaf of bread
and all the mustard you can eatall for a dime" or “an apple orchard
and Dad's ol‘ sh.irt—-alias Spurs‘
apple pie”-—floats irresistibly into
our ears, nose and mouth as we dash
madly forward to start our "walk
to Salem" through the pandemonium
that is the C. P. S. division of the
Northern Pacific Railway Co.-for
Oct. 25.
Ye gods, panicky parsnips, and
other expressions of outraged innocence! Can it be—-—i-? N0, no,
Mlrandy, tell me not! Yes, it ISthe faculty--that dignified assemblage of sophisticated intellectuals.
But what an assemblage! Professor
Jaeger in rumpled condition, with a
perky little dunce cap tipped. cockily
over one eye; Mrs. Battin in a peppy
mood; Dean Lemon playing Pan
with a pre-I-Iallowe'en Kress horn-—
in accompaniment to the tuneful
strains of Piccolo Pete, or some other
well—known classic, as rendered by
the entire group.
Whereupon we make a hasty exit
—again forward--only to run into
another scene of barbaric revelry.
Here we hear:
On to Salem, On to Salem

Ahhhhh-h, that is the secret. Th:‘:75
why we all “walk to Salem" on t 1e
‘,
“choo-choc" tr ain—j u st look it
__
around for some peace and quiet
which we never find until-»Ahhhhh-h, another secret. B uh
we won't tell the freshmen wh at
happens on the observation car co m_1
ing home. Not yet—there probab 1y
won't be room for any of them an y_
way--and why disappoint the po 01creatures?
But never mind, O Ye Verda n'1,
Ones, your station is almost fo ,._
gotten on this memorable occasion_
and you are treated almost as w e11
as human beingslwhile we all para d G
bravely through the streets of Sale m
to the boisterous chant of
SEE WHO? C. P. S. SEE WH O '1
C. P. S. and again SEE WHO? Q_
P. S.

Will they? Yea Bo!
“I have half a mind to kiss you "
said the timid lover.
“If you had a whole mind you’d
have done it an hour ago.”

-__.___..._ '\.
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“Am I descended from a monke y,
Mother?"
"Perhaps, I'm not sure. I've ncver
met any of your i'ather’s people."
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“Sam,

I sho’ was sorry to he ar
dat your sister am sick."
“What yo’ mean. sick? My sist 61‘
a.ln‘t sick."
"Is (lat so? Well, when I w 115
down to yo‘ house yesterday I saW
a sign on dc door ‘Bell out of or d"
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W. P. Ragsdale
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PHONE MAIN 2726

Store No. 2
2701 North Proctor
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Rooters Hats -- Pennants

' are corner. BOOKSTORE
“If we Imven:’z got it, we can gel; it”
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We are anxi°"S'-Y waiting for "he

gym some night and borrow it piece. pep Inan-seer to give it d@11w11$t1'a~
The next morning, I borrowed my
neighbor's paper and read what it
had to say about the game. I found
out that we had won 12 to 0. I was
happy that we got 1.2 and they did11't get anything, although I don't '
know yet how it happened. Anyway. ‘
I'd seen my first game of football, so
I took the paper down to the corner
and sold it, and then I came home
and went to bed again.

tion of a student ringing.
11

It

ll’

Saturday morning we shall all go
on to Salem. If past history is a
guide there will be more coeds than
eds, for the girls will go in search of
romance and the men don’t care for
that.

Puget Sound made the Wildcats
F"
"i purr last Friday night in a pleasing
l'§'ron1 Willamette University we
have news of great preparation way. If they can skin the Bearcats
for the homecoming program of tomorrow the Loggers will have u
that institution. They expect to good start on a menagerie.
1l1
ll
8
make it the biggest event of its
kind in the history of the school.
The old heart leaped in childish
One of the main features will be glee when the referee was downed
a County Fair tonight. Every and time out was called for him. Not
campus organization will partithat we wished him harm but you've
cipate in the affair. At some time
during the evening there will be all heard of retribution for one's
a pep rally. Willamette will un- sins.
doubtedly turn out one-hundred
We heard at the game a man say
percent for the game with the
College of Puget Sound tomorrow. to a small boy, “Sit down in front.”
K. ....._.._
__
-* ‘ And the little boy replied, “I can't.
I'm not made that way."

They hollered and yelled and

.

The men's *glee* club has started
practice again. Can you imagine
-‘=1-""2~.=:I:1:¢:'#.'-.'_ E25; .3?-1i:I:I:¢:1:I11:?111E5‘i=‘Y1“»-.1:»T\
thirty men in the same organization
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with each thinking he has a better
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It is expected that the men's glee
club will again tour eastern Washington. Another chance for some to
add to their list of sweethearts in
every burg.
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received in play a number of the
players have developed infection
that have kept them off the practice field. Those on the injured list
this week were Captain Vic Ranta,
captain and first string end, with
a. broken hand; Don Shotwell, end,
who has a dislocated knee; Jack
Slatter, tackle, boils and charley
horse; Russ Kasselman, fullback, in
bed with infection.

It

‘

LINFIELD
Carrying the fight to the Linfleld

Wildcats through all four periods,
the College of Puget Sound eleven
downed their Oregon opponents to
the tune of 12 to 0 last Friday night
on the water-soaked gridiron of the
‘Stadium.
Making twelve downs to four for
Llnfielcl, completing seven out of
fourteen passes while their opponents were completing three out of
‘sixteen attempts and intercepting
more passes than the Wildcats could
complete, the Loggers easily won

their first conference game of the
season.
As in former games, Chet Baker's
punting was well-timed and nicely
placed.
Dimlnutive Ray Sulkosky again
‘proved his football worth as the outstanding player of the evening.
Enochs, Johnson, Captain Ranta,
and Smith did good work in their

respective positions in the Puget
Sound lineup. Three of the Linfield
grldders that also played bangup

football were Ewing, Hostetler and
Jones.
Summary:
Linfield (0)
(12) C. P. S.
Cook .................. ..LER................ .. Ranta
Darby .....
.........Smlth
Tlschner
Sulkosky
Barkloe ..... ....... ..Keuss
Jones
Pettibone
Snceden
..... .. Rhodes
Druse
Shotwell
I-Iostetler
Enochs
Christlanscn
Newell
James ................
Johnson
Tiffany .................. ..F.................. .. Baker
Score by periods:
Llnfield
0
0
0‘
0— 0
C. P. S.
0
0
6
6-12
Subs: Linf1eld—-Eckman, Ewing,

Cypers,

Stevens,

Hugg,

Stewart,

Thompson. C. P. S.-—Martin, Rich-

'

Mother: “Didn‘t I sec you sitting
ardson, Slatter, Mattison, Bates,
TROPHY ROUNDUP
on that boy’s lap."
Dickison, Sprenger, Dabroe, Raleigh
"~>;:l1i>:-;~:1:-:-'-‘
FEATURED AT “U” and Grimes.
Daughter: "Well didn’t you tell
Vic ltanta, captain, who leads the me if he got sentilnental to sit on
University of Washington, October
Officials: Gus Denman, referee;
team and about 150 routers to Salem, him."
23-—A roundup of Washington tro- Dwain Shelby. umpire; Robert H.
0rc.. Sa.turdn.y. Vic's broken hand
phics of the gridiron, that have been Hager, head linesman.
may keep him from the game '
He: "May I kiss you.”
missing so long they are nearly forFirst downs; Linﬂcldy 4; C_ P_ S_
gotten, is being culminated this week, 12.
She: “Gee, another amateur."
Amcri.ca—0nc Hundred Years Ago
It
ill
11
and will be on "parade" between the
Passes tried: Linfield, 16; C. P. S.,
There was not a public library in
Some famous phrases by well halves of the California. game to- 14.
the United States.
morrow.
Passes completed: Linfield, 3; C.
Almost all the furniture was im- known authorities.‘ .
"Look before you 1ip."—-Freddie Le
ported from England.
The roundup was initiated by P. S., '1.
Pcnske.
An old copper mine in Connecticut
Vierick, ASUW president, as a rc- , Passes intercepted: Linfield, 2; C.
“A perfect diamond for a perfect
was used as a prison.
sult of the capture of tl1c "little red P. S., 4.
.["rlend."—Don Shotwell.
Penalties: Linfield, 4 for 50 yards;
siren” of Oregon, in Portland last
There was one hat factory, and
“Save the surface and you save
C.
P. S., 6 for 60 yards.
Saturday. The rest of Washington's
that made cocked hats.
all."-—Any Co-ed.
spoils
of
war
are
widely
scattered
in
Every gentleman wore a queue, and
fraternity houses and hidden in
powdered his hair.
In this age of machinery a person
vaults.
Crockery plates were objected to is almost moved to tears when hc
because they dulled the knives.
sees an emaciated horse fly settle
The “Bear's Head.“ chopped from
“THE MYSTERY
comfortably
upon
the
hood
of
of
an
the
torso of the California. Bruin
in;
Virginia
contained
a
fifth
of
the
OF LIFE”
automobile.
'
during a parade in Berkeley many
whole population of the country.
University of Washington. October
"What is ll: and whore
years ago, was discovered in the D.
does lt come from '1
The Whipping Post and Pillory
23—Eighty thousand football fans
Old Gentleman *(bcwildcrod at an K. E. house. The Oregon drum,
were still standing in Boston and
paid from 50 cents to $4.50 to see
Sermon, Sunday" 7:30 I’. M.
elaborate wedding): "Arc you the captured so long ago that even its
-—=-1—- New York.
-2Jimmy Phelan's fighting Huskies in
First
bridegroom?”
history is forgotten, is in a bank
their first four starts this year. This
Beef, pork, salt fish, potatoes and
Presbyterian Church
Young Man: "No sir, I was elimin- vault beside the Oregon siren.
represents a 40 percent increase in
hominy were the staple diet all the
Division at Tacoma Ave.
ated in the semi-finals.”
year
round.
‘
Some place on the campus the attendance over a. corresponding
Dr. II.loy '1‘a1mu.ge .l3rumbau gh
Pastor
period for any previous year, accordButtons were scarce and expenSpeaking of glee clubs we read in stuffed cougar of Washington State
Teachers and students
sive, ancl the trousers were fastened the Whitman College paper the fol- is hidden. The Cougar was captured ‘ing to A. S. U. W. records.
are attend ing
The stadium is already threewith pegs or laces. '
lowing announcement by the music by three Washington students at a quarters sold for the California game
l I
l
I
I
l
l
mass meeting in Pullman in 1919.
When a man had enough to eat manager.
to be played tomorrow, and indicahe placed his spoon across his cup,
“Wanted: Men to tryout for Whit- In the confusion that followed the tions arc that many will be turned
breaking
up
of
the
meeting
the
to indicate that he wanted no more. man Glee Club. Footnote: No tenors
Huskies jumped to the stage, stole away.
The church collection was taken nccd apply. We want men."
S. B. COGSHALL
Thirty-eight thousand paid to see
the cougar and escaped. It was sent
'1‘!-IE GROCER.
in a bag at the end of a. pole, with u.
11
rt
Ill
‘the
Husky-Webfoot battle in Portto
Seattle
by
express.
bell attached to arouse sleepy conAnd a girl is the glcc club manaPhone Proctor 442
The big stick, emblem of the Big ‘ land and another ten thousand were
tributors.—The
Co1'n
Cob.
ger at Whitman. "
No. 26th 81: Proctor Sts.
“W” club, is at the Phi Dclt house, turned away. The Montana game
Yr
i
but
the whereabouts of the “I-look” was second with seventeen thousand.
. Prof. Bennett reminds his pupils
l1 i
'1'1'1'1'1'1'1'1'l11'1ll'l‘lJ1
emblem of the Knights of the Hook, Idaho drew fourteen thousand, and
that the customary fee is expected at
eleven thousand saw the opening
could not be learned.
2 STORES
2 STORES
the end of the lesson period in a very
Several other trophies are known tilt with Whitman.
clever fashion. He sings, dole, me,
Slieaffer Lifetime
JEWELERS
to be on the campus, and if discover1
some, dough.
and Conklin Pens
ed, will be on parade for the game
1133 Broadway Phone Main 75
Ik
It
Ii
_-_-_-_-I -_-.7
tomorrow.
‘ Our cow gave no milk, so we sold
L-uni?
him.
Expert Drngmen
These Modern Dances
Cor. Gth and Anderson
We have a new gir1—ono" of those
Flapper: No. I can't waltz this one
and 2310 Pacific Ave.
Tryouts are now being held for the
‘you can trust alone—all alone.
from
with you, I'm too danced out. freshman
debate squad. Those who
Phone Main 646
Gallant Stude: Nawl Y‘aint so
Hinz-—Florist
have signed up have been divided inMy
old
girl
was
one
of
those
time
So.
Kay
at
7th
Main
2655
damned
stout,
you're
just
nice
and
We Develop Films Free
to teams of two and each team will
Established 1892
table girls-hard to figure out.
plump.-—W. I-I. B.
debate on both sides of the question.
‘,_-_‘.-__.=1'l'l
: 'l1 '1'l1 '1'1l '1'1I. 1:
3I1 1 'i1 1 '1'1'1'1'li 'l1 ‘1l ,1
_l-,_ ,A_‘ -_-_-._-.
17'
ii llIllI||||-l||lI|IllII|||IllllI||l|Illl|-llllI||llI!lllIl|llIlIllIll|lIllllIlll|Ill|lIl|llI|l|lIllIII||llI|ll|Il|llI||l|I|lll Four will be chosen and from these
the team which will represent the
ﬂog“, you need atﬁeeﬁc gquipmcnt
The New Elephant Hide Cords, $41.00
freshman class will be picked.

U. of W. Increases
Game Attendance
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Freshman Debate
Tryouts Being Held
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IT.,S THE BEST

and

Suede Trousers, $5.00

Knute Rockne, famous Notre
Dame coach, attributes his success
to the fact that there are no women

Suede Leather Vests, $15.00
Drop in and get your University Red Book
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ed a team that is strong in every
department. The team is especially
strong on end runs and passes due
to the playing of the ends. Cardinal
and Haldane are both experienced
at the ‘wing positions. Cardinal is
an all—conference end and he is the
most outstanding of all the line men.
Carpenter and Jones, tackles, have
played for Willamette two seasons
and Ackerman, center, is playing his
third year on the varsity.
The Bearcat tackles are both allconference men of 1929.
The Willamette backfield co1n-bination, features DePoe at halfback.
I-Ic is the outstanding triple threat
man on Keen’s squad. Pass plays
from DePoe to Cardinal have gained
more yardage than any other aerial
combination the Salem squad uses.
Pete Gretsch at halfback, is a hardhitting player who has scored many
touchdowns this season. Lange, a
four year man, plays at fullback
while McEnena.y calls the plays from
quarterback.
Several hard blows have been
struck in the Logger training camp
since last game. The Puget Sound
team played Linfield off their feet
last Friday night to win 12 to 0,
but while winning a number 01' players were hurt. Added to the injuries

Springer &]ones

For lhe trip and for the game

RADIOS

over I tried to find him and get his
name so I could send him the bi u
for a new pipe but he got lost in
the crowd. Ah well, maybe I can put
the stem back on with a. piece of
adhesive tape if I can get over to the

stood up—-I don’t ‘ see why they
didn’t go down and stop those three
fellows. They certainly disturbed
everybody, and they ruined the game
for me. At one time I was almost
ready to leave and ask for my money
back, but right then they calmed
down a bit so I changed my mind.
Generous
After awhile I took out my pipe
for a smoke, and can you imagine my
surprise when a man next to me
asked if he could fill his pipe with
,some of my tobacco. Everything,
turned out all right, though, because
just at this time the team came out
on the field, and in the excitement
I put my pouch back into my pocket.
I didn't see much to the game. A
bunch of men out there on the field
fell all over each other and when
they did this, the three crazy" men
in front of 1ne began to shout and
jump all over again. They sure must
have been raving mad. To my notion they’re really dangerous.
Pipe Stem Wrecked
A couple of times everybody in tlie
stands got up and started yelling
too. The first time this hapjpenecl
the fellow in back of mc hit me on
the back so hard that I bit the stc Ill
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Ta llnan Music
I-Iouse

Well, I've been to my first footbal game and I got in for nothin 8'
at that. I got down to the Stadium
real early so I could get in before
they started taking tickets, but som (2
lads came down with paddles so I
got out.
The next thing I did was to go to
the ticket booth and ask how much
they charged to got in to see the
game. The man said one dolla l.
Well I never payed that much to se C
a game in my life and I wasn’t going
to start then, so I walked away.
As I was walking up the strce t.
though, I heard a boy say that they
could get in for nothing at hal f
time, so when half time came around
I went in.
Free Concert
When I was inside, I decided to
sit on the side with the band so tha1;
I could hear a free concert. There
was only one thing wrong with the
band, though. They didn’t have a
bagpipe in it, not one - I then and
there decided that I would speak to
Mr. Marshall about putting a coup le
of those necessary instruments in.’
He‘ must have a poor ear for musiﬁ
Right down in front of me were
three lads who waved their hands
around like wlld men, and when all
the folks saw them, they got wild

n I‘.-OGGERS

Waoﬁington Hardware Qompany
SHEET MUSIC
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924 PAC. AVE.

"'N'B°
936 Pacific Avenue

at Notre Dame. From the point of
view of developing athletic teams,
the Co-ed, in Rockne’s view is a. llability, “She takes a lot of the athlete’s time either at the expense of

his studies, his -playing or his
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IT DOESN"1‘ BOTHER
Tho rain has conic again, and the log.
At night _freigl1tors from Yokohainu and .Livc1'pool and

Sidney utter lln-only warnings in their sleep as they lie at
rest.

-—

I shall never 1'orget the old trading days and my strange. almost
unbelievable, adventure with Standing Cali’, who was the third son oi‘
Sitting Bull by his fourth wife, Leaning Faun.
,
At that time I was known along the length of the upper Missouri
and the Yellowstone as “Cadja-weeha" or "Jelly Beans" as the Indians so
quaintly named me because, of my merchandising in this popular sweet
among my red-skinned brothers. It was a. great day-—a day when everyman‘s trigger-1’inger forever fluttered at his hip; with as many men
looking desperate than as nonchalcnt now.
i
It was just about the time that I had obtained the contract l'or supplying the old river steam boats with fuel, and I was making my last season
of trading previous to beginning my new work—-though where I should
obtain cord Wood along the Yellowstone was a mystery to me, for the
These buildings stand as his hills along the river were as bare oi‘ green as the present Freshmen class.
I had purchased a new, homespun suit from Sears Roebuck, and in
accomplishment through the
new outfit with which I hoped to inveigle the squaws into purchasing
years of sincere and earnest toil. ‘ this
my wares, I set out, two 500 pound sacks of Mil1er’s earth or beauty clay
But his living monuments are strapped on my back.
those personalities that have?
This inexpensive article had been very popular with the Indians
come and gone from these halls during the season before, and I hoped to make another killing.
"Where did the car hit him?” askNow I am known for my honesty—my veracity is a by-word, and has
into the world to increase his in-,
COMIC STRIP
ed the coroner.
been
so
all
throughout
my
life—-but
the
amazing
success
that
I
had
on
this
fluence a hundred-fold.
trip is almost more than one may well believe. I trust you may follow Fritizi Ritz ............Ethelyn Lcwellen
“At the junction of the dorsal and
Our praises are all yours, Dr.
me through to the end. however, realizing that the forces of nature and
Harold Teen
Burroughs cervical vertebrae," replied the med01'
chance
are
after
all
beyond
any
man's
thinking—~great
deeds
oftimes
Todd—you have been a noble‘
Garnett ical witness.
accomplished are in one short hour. As Dante said (or was it Dante‘), Mary Mixup
leader in learning, a guide, a
“They walk not in the ways of men nor men or beasts; being beasts of Boots and Her Buddies—-Doris Thue The foreman of the jury rose from
counseller, a comrade and a col-N Gods they do not; the beauty overpowering; such am I—lii'e or death
and friends
his seat.
lege president to us. We want to and all that trembles to the skies?"
,
“Man and boy I’ve lived in these
Looey
Dot
Dope
........Louie
Spadafore
The preceedlng means something or other and I could not forbear
share your daily tasks, your difparts for ﬁfty years," he protested
Barney
Google
..........
..Preston
Onstad
making
a
point
of
it.
but
let
us
on
with
the
story:
ficulties, your worries and your
If I hadstopped a moment at the trading post I should not have con- Tillie, the Toiler ........Dot Krogstead ponder0usly,. “an' I never hear 0’
joys in the growth of our college.
sidered trading my clay in the camp of Standing Calf, for the general, Joe and I-Iis Car
Ladley that place!"
We are glad and proud to have being a man of decision. and good sense. would have told me that he and
his braves were on the Warpath and that the sun dance had been per- Somebody‘s Stenog .._.Elsie Korpela
you one of us.
formed every night for twelve days.
‘
Ella Cinders .................. ..Reltha Gehri
--I-Iaru Semba.
T0day’s definition: A goiter is a
Unaware of this portent I went on in my new suit with the clay Mutt and; Jei’f—Ton1 Keglcy and
Note: Now, when Dr. Todd is weighting down my shoulders.
callouse from necking.
Johnny Gynn
l
I approached the Indian camp from the other side of the river and
engaged in putting over an enGee
Gee,
the
Office
Vamp-Thelma
i11
doing
so
I
did
perceive
that
quite
a
commotion
was
in
progress
in
p1~@_
dowment drive which will proparation for my arrlval—but the kindling of fires and the sudden putting
Gander
Phone Main 4429
F. W. Krug
vide us with better facilities for on of kettles was interpreted wwnely by me. Believing that a feast was in
The
Timid Soul ...... ._Proi’essor Battin
education, we must stand with progrppsdfor my reception I pressed on for I was dog tired and very nearly’
Toots and Casper .......... ..Don and Lil
arms e .
him more than ever before.
Thus, unhappily realizing only half the truth I began to ford the Polly and Her Pals-Jean Michael
\
-_./' river. It had been the drycst season in 99 years, in prool’ of this the clay
4
I
"‘| _‘/
and her gang
I carried was hard and shrunken and the Yellowstone had very little depth Benny
Franzen
As I crossed I noticed that the clay grew noticeably heavier as ii
Tuve
absorbed. the river water—but most oi’ all, to my deepest dismay my new Tarzan oi‘ the Apes
suit began to shrink badly. I hurried on.
' '
Moon Mullins ..................._Ted Newell
I had practically crossed the river when a great and awful shqut l‘]1a,d(> Simple O'Dill .................. ..Ja.ck Slatter
me aware of the true state of affairs. Raising my eygg 1 saw 1-us-hing
towards me the whole tribe of Standing Cali‘, 10000 strong The
(1
Cheney. October 23—Because oi’ a great cry in their madness:
’
'
‘V U 16
“Biji-Ig-Ig-wa-abhajil”
_
,
the big success 01” the newly-started
Which means something awful, but Writin '
.
. _ .
"hello week," students oi‘ Cheney obstain from transcribing it into Ex1g.1ish—a.nElii)g
l.“.““§{
iwnie Normal School intend to change the from our tests that the tang oi‘ immorality is easily exercised
BINDING
_
_
original untranslated.
'
’ ‘ V mg h“
idea. to "hello year.” A few of the
coarfrgca
E““"’*"'""
Prmtmg
Problems
Even in this moment when any man could have rightly been smote
smtcr
TACOMA. U.S.A.
students proved at first to be human

Normal Proposes
Big ‘Hello’ Year

PHnTusFW’“5

'

iceburgs, but the spirit of the others

Sliips move quietly without sensation oil’ motion. Men feel idity.
suspended in mid-air. and grope about. The fog creeps up
NOT IN VAIN

l'roi.n the hay like u white ogre and tukos tho city in its arnls.

In|1o1o1-nxnximpiitnxll-%i|a_<oxn-I

7

'1;l1i lIIIlliI '1-

the day.

Down. at thc Tide l*‘]nl.s hlliorcrs bend under the

I shall not live in vain:

In The Trail Office

.l.t seclns very curly in tho dim. morning, as we catch
lhv our and make a lu.|rrie<l trip lo college .l'o.r an 8 o’clock
class. Tlicrc is u ruhhcry smell of stickers and goloshes on
the car. The ruin continually washes the window.
We burst into the warmlli of our classroom. and sit
down, n liltlc out of hrcnlh. Bel'orc we know it the room
hcgins lo cxpaml, new vistas are opened to us as the professor lrcgiiis lo speak! \/Vc feel. wurnl as we glaliicc for a
moment at the silent rain outside now and again.
The weather niatlcrs very little to us.
h H
—B. 1.
A ON THE STAGE
'.l‘lu.- (Int-(J-Nine Tails! Who over liourd of u cut with
nine tails all at once? But tlicre must he. ()ur worthy
eyes cannot (l(‘CClVC us. Tlicrc is only one way to lmd out _
(lur (ll_‘1lllI£lllC- <_|opurln1ent will clilciilulc during the evening
of N ovcnihcr lhc l'it'lecnlh.
I
It has been ri|n1orc<_| that lhcres u lloldup----'.1nd :1 real

gun is guing [U bc uS(,d_

’|_$i"t,.

\\,Y(1‘|.c an for H

acljOn_

Just so we're in no ilniigcr of having our excuses for hrains
hlown out.
1\tuny rnlc, this is just to loll you, Miss Jones and memhcr ol' the ptluy-oust. wc‘ll he there six lltlll(l].'0(.l strong lo
soc you perform. You are not working five days u wool:
for nothing.
‘l‘_‘Wl1ich do you like better, balloon tires or high-pressure ti1.'es'?"
“ I like baloon tires better."
‘“What kind oi a car do you liavc?"

“I don't have any; I'm a pedestrian."
-Washington Motorist.
Did you hear about the mun who was killed in Seattle the other day,

as he was cranking his Austin?
No, how did it happen?
The darn thing started, ran up his sleeve, and tickled him to death.
"Fore" yelled the golfer, ready to play. But the woman on the course
paid no attention.
‘
"Fore" he yelled again with no effect.
"Aw" suggested his opponent in disgust, “try her once with "three
ninety-eigl1t."—Beanpo"t.
Clerk: “Arc you an orphan?"
Chicagoan: "I don’t know yet; I haven't seen the morning papers."
--Log.

Main M06

“A caller with a poem to
you.
sir.”
“The devil! Whats his name?”
“It's a young lady, sir, an’ she's a
peach."
“Ah! Show her in. I'll be glad-—
aheml-—to look at her lines."-—Kreolite News.

§

MAKEUP MASKS & WIGS

NEAL E. THORSEN
= Pythian Temple, Second Floor
§ Masquerade Costumes, Tuxedos
§
and Dress Suits for Rent
=
§ 924% Broadway
Main 3111 g
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No knowledge of music necessary
We GUARANTEE to teach you in 12 WEEKS
Write for our FREE BOOKLET
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Book Lovers

Your

“Learn the MODERN Way”
LEARN POPULAR MUSIC——SYNCOPATIONl

First
in
Furniture I

The Store for‘

Brine Us
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Lundquist-Lilly
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Guaranteed Quali ty
Special $2.95
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Or cool one pain,

.

Temple of Music

[printing G).

Cords

WATERMAN PIANO SCHOOL

icnim-mcsiicmmoincn-iicpoziicon.-wq-inane

ing,

ber and iro.n, and stono are all chill with rain. Jobless men,
Or help one fainting robin.
scarcliing for work, slouch along .Pacit'ic Avenue trying to
Unto his nest again,
kccp hcneutli the eaves ol‘ lull eavclcss huildings from which
I shall not live in vain.
llu: ruin constantly drips. The men turn into “The l)rit'l.”
. —Emily Dickinson
for warmth, and an oppressive monient of tobacco smoke,
and then move on again twisting their cold hands in their

damp pockets.

Genuine College

12--LESSONS--12
Note or Ear-Guaranteed
‘ The National, Recognized School

I1’ I can stop one heart from break-

constant irritation ol’ tho wcutlier. Tlieir hands are slippery
If I can ease one life the aching,
and cl1ul’l’c(l and they may not dry then]. until evening. Lum-

M

1'.Nol:l1ing But: The Truth:

“Good morning.” For many
long years President Edward H.
Todd has greeted students who
have come and gone from the
College oi? Puget Sound. He has
devoted the best part of his life
to the welfare of his students and
has given himself who1c-heartedly to their interests. Because of
his interest in good government,
learning, Christian character and
in youth, this institution lives.

Lights arc spots ol' soft haze on tl1e black waters. finally melted their irigiclity or tim-

The ruin extends the chill, grey morning throughout.

dead with fear, my humor came to the fore. The concourse had stirred
up a rabbit from the bushes who bounded ahead in huge leaps and with
eyes wide with terror. As I looked at the little animal my hunger again
assailed me.
Then, that moment that comes once in the life oi every man, that
moment which changes his entire i'ortune and character, came to me-—
also, by the way, to the Indians and the rabbit.
I could feel the bags swelling at my back like huge ungainly ballons
and my poor trousers were shrinking alarmingly; but as I stood out of the
water the seams gave way suddenly--as did my suspender buttons.
The sack burst with the roar of 41 cannons, and a suspender button
flew like a shot and slew the rabbit striking him exactly between the eyes.
Needless to say the clay, wet and soggy, rained down on the Indians,
covering their bodies completely. The sun was so intense that the clay
dried brick-hard, even as it came to rest.
The entire tribe stood motionless-—10,000 statues.
I need not tell you that; my hunger overcame me so tliai. I immediately
set about to roast the rabbit at the fires that had been built to prepare me.
I i'ulIilled my contract. The captain. said that he had never seen
such ﬁne fuel after the clay had been scrapped off-—however in his broad,
native humor he used to remark that his conscious did bother him a bit
as he had a fear that the Indians might really be only in a state of coma,
they kept so well.
Such things mattered very little, however, in the winning of the West.
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S'l.‘UDENT MESSAGE
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Tbs banks of G~E_/Ina:/I1gl;I.\'nt Gmrimi Inc/JsGrvmt Fmld um be at]:/star. to
r'Ilmm'nm‘e twirl: mi-ctr as wall as football grmies.

G-E Floocllighting Wins Favor for
Football - Hockey - Track - Baseball - Tennis
G-E ﬂoocllighting equipment has a winning record. Its victories are counted
in terms of pleased spectators, increased attendance, satisﬁed coaches and
players.
The development of G-E athletic-ﬁeld ﬂoocllighting equipment was planned
with every consicleration for the ﬁinclzuncntal and special playing conclitions

it must meet. Tllitt is why the big .l.\lova.lu.x projectors give ample and
evenly. d.iffi1scd light over the entire playing area.

The development of General Electric ﬂoocl,l.ight.ing equipment has largely
been the work of college-trained men in the G-E organization-0thcr collegetrained men are largely responsible for the continuing leadership of
General Electric in furnishing the many other products which bear the G-E
monogram.
JOIN US IN THE GENERAL ELECTRIC PROGRAM, BRO/\l)CAH‘I‘ EVERY
SATURDAY EVENING ON A NATION-WIDE N.li.C. Nl'~‘.'l‘WORl~'.
‘J5-'i7(lGC

Foreman: “And in that large room in the rear we have several dyeing
vats."
~
Lady Visitor: “Oh, isn't that a shame! And can’t you do anything
for t.hem?—-Lehigh Burr.
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